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Manual wheelchair

HOW TO CHOOSE 
A WHEELCHAIR?

1) Type of the wheelchair - manual wheelchair or electric wheelchair?

definitely a cheaper option that will also allow you to keep the upper body in motion. Manual 
wheelchairs will help you maintain high efficiency of the arms, and are also one of the forms of 
rehabilitation.
What to look for?
- adjusting the model to the degree of disability;
- selection of the depth and width of the seat;
- material: aluminum (lighter) or steel (heavier)

Electric wheelchair 
perfect for people who are not able to move independently on a manual wheelchair. Controlled 
by a joystick, it will be an ideal solution for the elderly or those who cannot cope with even short 
distances on their own.
What to look for?
- engine power and the possibilities it gives the user;
- efficiency of the brakes, lighting, joystick and a seat;
- wheels: large or small.

Regardless of whether we choose a manual or electric model, it is important to adjust the model to 
the degree of disability, type of disease as well as lifestyle. It is also worth looking at the material from 

which the wheelchair is made, the type of sides, wheels and brakes.

Our offer is quite extensive so we are sure there is plenty to choose from.

Enquiries and orders:
export@timago.com
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FS 692
Transport TIM 

Electric Aluminium Wheelchairs
Electric-TIM I and Electric-TIM II are electric wheelchairs with small or 
large wheels, with an energy-saving and efficient 130W motor. They are 
perfect both indoors and outdoors. What is important, the wheelchair is 
easy to fold and unfold. Control panel has a button illumination, 
universal joystick and a horn. The wheelchairs are equipped with a safe 
and reliable electromagnetic brakes and a fully enclosed, maintenance-
-free battery. The anti-tipping system not only ensures safe driving, but 
also makes moving on this wheelchair completely safe.

Transport 
Transport-TIM is a transport toilet wheelchair, which is an auxiliary 
equipment for people who have problems with independent movement, 
and for people with disabilities and mobility limitations. Intended for 
indoor use only. It may only be operated with an accompanying person. 
The wheelchair performs a transport and toilet function thanks to the 
fact that it is equipped with a sanitary bucket under the seat and four 
rotating wheels so it can drive over the toilet. Its purpose is to facilitate 
the user's daily hygiene.

Shower
Shower-TIM is a transport shower wheelchair, which is an auxiliary 
equipment that helps the user to perform hygiene tasks. Intended for 
indoor use only. It may only be operated with an accompanying person. 
The wheelchair serves as a transport and is intended for internal use 
both at home and in hospital conditions. 

Technical data: 
Function – TRANSPORT-SHOWER
Frame - ALUMINIUM
Seat – MADE OF PVC, U-SHAPED WITH
           OPENINGS FOR WATER DRAINAGE
Armrests – FLIP-UP
Toilet bucket - NO
Leg suport - YES
Wheels – FRONT SWIVEL CASTORS 4” WITH LOCKS
Possibility of sliding onto the toilet - NO
Usage as a shower chair - YES
Weight - 6 kg

FS 7926L
Shower TIM 

Technical data: 
Function – TRANSPORT AND TOILET
Frame – POWDER COATED STEEL FRAME
Seat – SOFT UPHOLSTERED SEAT
Armrests – FLIP-UP
Toilet bucket - YES
Footrests- SWING AWAY AND REMOVABLE
Wheels – 4 SWIVEL WHEELS WITH BRAKES
Possibility of sliding onto the toilet - YES
Usage as a shower chair - NO
Weight - 10,6 kg

Special
Special-TIM is a special wheelchair  made of durable aluminum that 
stabilizes the back and head - additionally equipped with a toilet 
function. Perfect for everyday use. The wheelchair is intended primarily 
for patients with neurological diseases of all kinds. It is light and agile at 
the same time, and has a maximum capacity of 100 kg. Ideally suited to 
both home conditions and hospitals, clinics and hospices.

What makes this stroller different?
POSSIBILITY OF ADJUSTMENT  |  SECURITY
SOLID CONSTRUCTION  |  HIGH QUALITY

Accessories:
headrest  |  toilet bucket  |  set of keys
upholstery with pillow stabilizing head  |  pump

Technical data:
Frame – ALUMINIUM
Attendant brake (drum brake system) - NO
Maximum user weight - 100 kg
Removable upholstery - NO
Seat cushion included - NO
Handrims - PLASTIC
Weight of the wheelchair – 21,5kg
Type of a wheelchair - MANUAL

FS 654LGC
Special TIM 

Pouch for small items - NO
Quick release - NO
Foam pillow - NO 
Foldable - YES
Parking brake - YES

Wheelchair suitable for amputees - NO
User belt - YES - FOUR-POINT
Adjustable anti-tip wheels - YES
Frame color - SILVER
Upholstery color  - BLACK

Center of gravity adjustment function - YES ON FRONT WHEELS
Type of rear wheels -PNEUMATIC - DIAMETER 24"

Type of front wheels - SOLID RUBBER – DIAMETER 8”

Special
Stable-TIM TIM is a special wheelchair made of a durable, aluminum 
frame. It is a wheelchair that stabilizes the head and back, ideal for 
everyday use. The wheelchair is intended primarily for patients with 
neurological diseases of all kinds. It is light and agile at the same time, 
and has a maximum capacity of 100 kg for a 46 cm seat size and 120 kg 
for a 51 cm seat size.

ALH008
Stable TIM 

Technical data: 
Frame - ALUMINIUM
Attendant brake (drum brake system) - YES
folding - FOLDING ON A DOUBLE CROSS
Frame color - SILVER
Foam pillow - NO
Removable upholstery - NO
Seat cushion included - NO
Handrims - PLASTIC
Quick release - NO
Wheelchair suitable for amputees - NO
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Maximum
capacity 100 kg 120 kg 115 kg125 kg

Frame colour silver silver redgraphite

Pouch for small items - NO
Parking brake - YES
Armrests - DETACHABLE
Velcro fastened headrest - YES
User belt - YES - FOUR-POINT

What makes this wheelchair different?
POSSIBILITY OF ADJUSTMENT  |  SECURITY
HIGH QUALITY  |  SOLID CONSTRUCTION

Accessories:
upholstery with pillow stabilizing head  |  pump 
set of keys  |  headrest

Adjustable anti-tip wheels - YES
Type of a wheelchair - MANUAL
Foldable - YES
Weight of the wheelchair - 19.3 - 21.8 kg
Type of rear wheels - PNEUMATIC - DIAMETER 22"

Maximum user weight - 100 kg for a 46 cm seat size or 120 kg for a 120 kg seat size
Center of gravity adjustment function - YES ON FRONT WHEELS

Footrests - TILTING, ADJUSTABLE AT THE ANGLES
Type of front wheels - SOLID RUBBER – DIAMETER 8”

Upholstery color - BEIGE-BROWN, BLACK-GRAY

big wheels

D130AL 
Electric TIM I

small wheels

D130HL 
Electric TIM II

Product qualities:
aluminium folding frame
folding backrest
removable upholstery
range uop to 20 km
controller - joystick
sound signalling
speedometer-5 gears
pneumatic wheels:
Electric-TIM I -  rear 22'', front 8''
Electric-TIM II -  rear 12'', front 8''
anti-tipping wheels
max. capacity 90 kg
seat width 45 cm

Technical data: 
Maximum speed: ≤ [6km/h]
Power consumption: ≤2.5 [kWh] / 100 [km]
Maximum capacity: do 90 [kg]
Breaking on horizontal plane: ≤1,5[m]
Range: ≤ 20[km]
Maximum safety slope breaking: ≤ 3.6[m] (6°)
Battery: lithium DC 24[V] x 18[Ah]
Internal power supply: DC24[V] ± 5[V]
Motor power: ok. 130[W] for right and left motor
Obstacle clearance height: ≤ 40[mm]
Gradeability: ≤ 6°
Maximum hill inclination: 9°
Minimum turn radius: 1,2[m]
Noise: ＜65[dB]
Weight: 26 kg


